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Up to now, our inflation performance has been

somewhat better than we had expected . . . . This

good inflation performance bodes well for the

continued expansion of the Canadian economy.

But what remains to be seen is whether this

expansion will bring with it strong productivity

gains for Canada similar to those witnessed in

the United States. One thing is clear. The job of

the Bank of Canada must be to keep inflation in

Canada low and stable. Without that, we will be

risking both the economic expansion and the

potential productivity gains.

– Gordon Thiessen

The Conduct of Monetary Policy When You Live
Next Door to a Large Neighbour

Remarks by Gordon Thiessen
Governor of the Bank of Canada
to the Canadian Society of New York
New York, U.S.A.
9 March 2000
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CANADA’S INFLATION-CONTROL STRATEGY

Inflation control and the economy

• Inflation control is not an end in itself; it is the means whereby monetary

policy contributes to solid economic performance.

• Low inflation allows the economy to function more effectively and

thereby contributes to better growth over time.

• Inflation-control targets ensure that monetary policy works to moderate

cyclical fluctuations in income and employment. These targets help the

Bank to make more accurate judgments about the growth potential of the

economy.

The monetary policy instrument

• The Bank of Canada uses its influence on short-term interest rates to

achieve a rate of monetary expansion consistent with the inflation-control

target range. The transmission mechanism is complex and involves long

and variable lags—the impact on inflation from changes in monetary con-

ditions is usually spread over six to eight quarters.

The targets

• In February 1991, the federal government and the Bank of Canada jointly

announced a series of targets for reducing inflation to the midpoint of a

range of 1 to 3 per cent by the end of 1995. In December 1993, this target

range was extended to the end of 1998. In February 1998, it was extended

again to the end of 2001.

• By the end of 2001, the government and the Bank plan to determine the

long-run target for monetary policy consistent with price stability.

Monitoring inflation

• In the short run, there is a good deal of movement in the CPI caused by

transitory fluctuations in the prices of food and energy, as well as by

changes in indirect taxes. For this reason, the Bank focuses on the CPI

excluding food, energy, and the effect of indirect taxes. This measure is

referred to as the core CPI.

• Over longer periods, the measures of inflation based on the total CPI and

the core CPI tend to follow similar paths. In the event of persistent differ-

ences between the trends of the two measures, the Bank would adjust its

desired path for core CPI inflation so that total CPI inflation would come

within the target range.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The pace of global eco-
nomic expansion has
strengthened . . .

The global economy has shown greater strength than was

anticipated at the time of the November Report. Growth in both

the emerging-market and European economies has accelerated,

and the pace of the economic expansion in the United States has

increased even further. Japan, however, has not yet shared in this

stepped-up activity.

. . . bringing with it
increased risk of potential
inflation pressures.

This strengthening pace of global economic expansion carries

with it an increasing risk of potential inflation pressures. This is

especially true for the United States, where there is mounting evi-

dence that demand is pressing against supply, particularly in the

labour market. In addition, because of the marked rise in world oil

prices during the winter, the headline rate of consumer inflation

increased sharply in most countries.

The Canadian economy
has outperformed expec-
tations.

Canada’s economic performance over the past six months has

also exceeded expectations. Growth has been stronger than pro-

jected, reflecting both the buoyancy of external demand and more

vigorous domestic demand. The trend of inflation has been lower

than expected, however, and has remained among the lowest in

the major industrial countries. This low level of inflation is one of

the main reasons why Canadian interest rates have stayed below

comparable U.S. rates.

These developments raise several key areas of uncertainty for

the conduct of Canadian monetary policy in the period ahead.

First, the momentum of demand in Canada from both interna-

tional and domestic sources could continue to outpace expecta-

tions. Second, a possible buildup of inflationary pressures in the

United States could have implications for Canada. Third, the

capacity of the Canadian economy to produce goods and services

without adding to inflationary pressures may be higher than pre-

viously thought.

This report includes information received to 1 May 2000.
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2. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN INFLATION

The reduction in core
inflation over the
past six months was
unexpected . . .

Since last autumn, core inflation (CPI excluding food, energy,

and the effect of changes in indirect taxes) has moved down

within the lower part of the Bank’s inflation-control target range.

This decline was not anticipated. At the time of the November

1999 Report, core inflation was expected to increase to the mid-

point of the 1 to 3 per cent target range in the first quarter of 2000.

The substantial jump in energy prices moved the rate of increase

in the total CPI sharply higher to the upper end of the target range.

Inflation and the target range

The 12-month rate of increase in the core CPI was 1.5 per cent

in March, compared with 1.9 per cent last September (Chart 1).

Other statistical measures of the trend rate of inflation are

around the level of core inflation (Chart 2).

. . . and resulted from a
number of factors.

This recent decline in core inflation can be explained largely

by developments in several components of household spending.

Over the past year, prices for most imported non-energy consumer

goods and services declined as a result of the appreciation of the

Canadian dollar and lower U.S. dollar prices for these items. Com-

petitive pressures in the retail sector have also been intense, lead-

ing to discounts on semi-durable consumer goods such as clothing

and footwear, and, to a lesser extent, on durables such as automo-

biles and household appliances. In addition, the possibility of less

Chart 1
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pressure on capacity output than was previously expected appears

to have played a role.

Despite the decline in core inflation, the 12-month rate of

increase in the total CPI rose from 2.6 per cent in September to

3 per cent in March. This divergence reflects the impact of the dra-

matic rise in energy prices on the total CPI (Technical Box 1).

Higher energy prices
explain the rise in the
total CPI.

The hike in energy prices was caused primarily by the sharp

run-up in crude oil prices over the past year that resulted from

supply constraints by OPEC and several non-OPEC producers, and

from rising global demand. Natural gas prices also rose, but less

than oil prices. More recently, world prices for crude oil have

fallen back somewhat from their first-quarter peak.

Prices for many other non-agricultural commodities—notably

base metals and pulp—have also moved up substantially, largely

because of strengthening global demand. These increases, com-

bined with higher oil prices, have caused the average U.S. dollar

price of the major primary commodities produced in Canada (as

measured by the Bank of Canada’s commodity price index) to rise

by 32 per cent since the end of 1998 (Chart 3). This substantial

recovery in the prices of Canada’s commodity exports also

accounts for the marked rise in 1999 of the chain price index for

GDP (a broad price measure of the goods and services produced in

Canada), relative to the core CPI (Chart 4).

Chart 2
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Chart 3
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Chart 4
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Technical Box 1

Rising Oil Prices: Implications for Inflation

The large swings in crude oil prices over the past two years and their effect on the

total CPI underscore the importance of focusing monetary policy on a measure of core

inflation that looks through such volatile factors. With major production cutbacks and

stronger world demand, crude oil prices rose, on balance, by about 80 per cent from

just over US$14 per barrel in October 1998 to about US$25 per barrel in early April

2000. This largely explains the substantial jump in both gasoline and fuel oil prices at

the consumer level and, in turn, most of the recent rise in the rate of increase in the

total CPI—from less than 1 per cent at the beginning of 1999 to 3 per cent currently.

Prices for gasoline and fuel oil are highly sensitive to fluctuations in the interna-

tional supply of and demand for crude oil. Changes in these prices are the most

important first-round effect on the CPI from variations in crude oil prices. Swings in

crude oil prices can also have first-round effects on the core CPI because energy costs

represent an important share of the total costs of activities such as air and truck trans-

portation and the manufacture of plastic products. Along with such cost-based effects

on the core CPI, there could be second-round influences on wages and other prices if

these first-round effects feed into expectations of higher ongoing inflation.

To date, the first-round effects on the core CPI of the increase in crude oil prices

appear to have been small. As of March, the estimated impact on the core CPI is less

than 0.1 per cent (mainly air fares), because of such factors as long-term contracts, the

continued intense degree of competition in the retail sector, and the difficulty of pass-

ing on higher costs in the form of price increases. This contrasts with the estimated

long-run effect on the level of the core CPI of a permanent 80 per cent increase in oil

prices (if there is full pass-through into consumer prices and no further major changes

in oil prices) of 0.5 to 0.7 per cent. This longer-term effect would likely be spread over

a period of more than one year. Moreover, in the current competitive environment,

this long-run estimate should be considered an upper limit, since firms would be

expected to achieve some cost savings through substitution towards cheaper sources

of energy and by economizing on energy use.

By excluding energy prices from the core CPI, monetary authorities can better

assess the underlying trend of inflation and, therefore, of future movements in infla-

tion.1 By focusing on a core inflation measure, the Bank has made it clear that it is

prepared to accommodate the first-round effects of short-term movements in crude oil

prices on the total CPI. Second-round effects, however, will not be accommodated. In

the current circumstances, the impact of the sharp increase in crude oil prices on the

total CPI appears to have been restricted to first-round effects. However, the Bank will

be watching closely for significant evidence of broader second-round effects. If crude

oil prices remain near $US25, or fall further, the Bank expects that the total CPI will

start to move down towards the core rate during the second quarter of this year.

1. A similar principle of exclusion, or reduced weighting, of the more volatile CPI compo-
nents is used to construct alternative statistical measures of trend inflation, such as CPIX and
CPIW. Indeed, gasoline, fuel oil, and natural gas are three of the eight most volatile CPI compo-
nents excluded from the CPIX measure. Also excluded from CPIX (but not from core CPI) is
inter-city public transportation (mainly air fares), which is very sensitive to oil prices.
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Factors at work on inflation

Aggregate demand

Canada’s economic
expansion strengthened in
the second half of 1999
and into early 2000 . . .

The pace of Canada’s economic expansion continued to

strengthen in the second half of 1999 and into early 2000, reflect-

ing the extremely robust economic growth in the United States,

further recovery in world commodity prices, and growing

momentum in domestic demand. Real GDP in Canada rose at an

annual rate of 5.0 per cent in the second half of 1999, after a gain

of 4.3 per cent in the first half. For the first quarter of 2000, current

information points to continued strong growth in a range of

4 to 5 per cent.

. . . led by faster export
growth.

The vigorous expansion of U.S. aggregate demand and the

highly competitive position of Canadian industry have contrib-

uted to increased growth in export volumes, especially exports of

finished goods such as machinery and equipment and automotive

products. In addition, the recovery in commodity prices led to a

resumption of growth in the volume of commodity exports.

Household spending has
also been buoyant . . .

The growth of household spending eased slightly in the sec-

ond half of the year but, nevertheless, remained strong, reflecting

increased consumer confidence and continued strong gains in real

income (Chart 5). Indicators received to date also suggest that this

momentum in household spending has carried forward into the

first quarter of 2000. The substantial growth of real personal dis-

posable income has largely reflected solid gains in employment,

particularly for full-time positions (Chart 6). As a result, the

unemployment rate has declined still further. Lower personal

income tax rates and, to a smaller degree, the increase in personal

wealth associated with the recent demutualization of Canadian

life insurance companies, have also supported consumer confi-

dence and household expenditures.
10
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. . . as has capital spend-
ing by businesses.

With Canadian firms feeling confident about the economy and

about their own financial prospects, investment in capital goods

continued to grow substantially in the second half of 1999. Expen-

ditures on machinery and equipment, as well as on structures,

remained high. In particular, spending by the oil and gas sector

rebounded considerably in the second half of 1999, following the

sharp gains in crude oil and natural gas prices. Early indicators

point to continued strong investment growth in the first quarter of

2000.

Chart 5
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Import growth was
extremely robust.

Imports continued to show strong growth in the last six

months of 1999 and in early 2000, mainly reflecting the rapid

advance in domestic demand for import-intensive items such as

machinery and equipment and motor vehicles.

Canada’s current account position (in dollar terms) continued

to improve during the second half of 1999 and was virtually in

balance in the third quarter before it fell back into a small deficit

at the end of the year. The overall improvement reflected a recov-

ery in the terms of trade, chiefly because of rising commodity

prices. This price advantage partly offset a reduction in the mer-

chandise trade surplus in volume terms as imports continued to

grow more briskly than exports. Early information suggests that

the current account position is likely to have moved back into sur-

plus in the first quarter, following both a rebound in the real trade

balance and a further increase in the terms of trade.

Cost control

Wage growth has been ris-
ing, but remains modest
relative to productivity
gains and inflation.

The Bank monitors a number of wage measures, each with its

own limitations. Overall, these measures suggest that wage

growth has accelerated somewhat but has remained at, or slightly

below, what would be consistent with Canada’s average rate of

productivity gains and the recent performance of trend inflation.

The year-over-year increase in the average hourly wage

(excluding overtime) for permanent workers, a relatively new

addition to Statistics Canada’s Labour Force Information, has shown

a moderately accelerating trend since late 1998. The year-over-year

increase in the first quarter of 2000 was 3.2 per cent, up from

3.0 per cent in the previous quarter. In contrast, another broad-

based measure, the year-over-year increase in labour income per

person-hour, was relatively stable in 1999—within a range of 1 to

2 per cent. According to wage-settlement data, which cover only

about 20 per cent of non-agricultural paid employment, the aver-

age annual wage increase in the unionized private sector has been

edging up since 1998, rising to 2.7 per cent in the last half of 1999

from 2.3 per cent in the first half, with most of that increase com-

ing from settlements in the automobile industry. Thus far in 2000,

private sector settlements have averaged 2.8 per cent (for January

and February) (Chart 7). Finally, a compensation survey by the

Conference Board of Canada conducted in August and September

1999 suggested that pay increases in 2000 would be somewhat

lower than in 1999. Increases for the non-unionized private sector

were projected to be 3.4 per cent compared with 3.6 per cent in

1999. These projections may be revised upwards, however,

because of the unexpected strength in the economy since the sur-

vey was completed.
12
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Labour productivity
moved up gradually in
1999 . . .

. . . and strong investment
in machinery and
equipment bodes well for
further productivity
gains.

Output per person-hour recovered in 1999 from a very weak

performance the previous year, rising by over 1 per cent from the

fourth quarter of 1998 to the fourth quarter of 1999 (Chart 8).

Combined with moderate increases in labour income per person-

hour, this improvement in labour productivity resulted in a mod-

est increase in unit labour costs of about 1 per cent in 1999—

below the rate of core inflation. Spending by business in 1999 on

machinery and equipment, especially computers, remained very

strong, which bodes well for future productivity growth.

Chart 7
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Effective annual increase in base wage rates for newly negotiated settlements%
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t)
Estimated pressures on capacity

The Bank’s conventional
measure of capacity out-
put suggests that the
economy is in excess
demand . . .

Based on the Bank’s conventional measurement techniques,

the Canadian economy was operating about one-half of one per

cent below capacity in mid-1999. By year-end, these same tech-

niques indicated that the economy was functioning close to three-

quarters of one per cent above its production capacity.1 There is

always considerable uncertainty associated with the measurement

of potential output, as can be seen by the wide confidence band

around the estimated gap (Chart 9). Because of this uncertainty,

and because the economy is operating at such high levels, the

Bank has stressed the need to look at a range of indicators to

assess the degree of pressure on productive capacity.

. . . but other indicators
suggest that the conven-
tional measure may be
underestimating the
amount of capacity.

A number of these other indicators suggest that the Bank’s

conventional measure of potential output has been underestimat-

ing the economy’s ability to produce goods and services without

adding to inflationary pressures. Most importantly, even with the

unexpectedly rapid growth of the economy, core inflation in recent

months has been lower than had been anticipated, and this cannot

be fully explained by temporary special factors. In addition,

despite the strong demand for exports, Statistics Canada’s data on

1. At the time of the November Report, the economy was estimated to have
been operating at about one-quarter of one per cent below potential output in
mid-1999. The historical estimates of the output gap were updated following
Statistics Canada’s upward revision to the level of GDP over the first half of
1999 as well as the stronger-than-expected growth in GDP over the second half
of the year.

Chart 9

Gross Domestic Product in Constant Dollars

Quarterly growth
at annual rate

* The shading around the 1998 and 1999 values of the estimated output gap shows (from darkest to lightes
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unfilled orders do not point to any significant bottlenecks in pro-

duction. The inventory situation also appears to be close to bal-

ance. In labour markets, while there is some evidence that the rate

of wage growth has accelerated, overall wage gains have thus far

been modest relative to productivity growth and inflation, and

participation rates have been rising. This suggests that labour

markets are not as tight as would be indicated by the conventional

measure of capacity output.

At the same time, several other indicators point to the rapid

absorption of production capacity. Statistics Canada’s measured

rate of capacity utilization in the non-farm, goods-producing sec-

tor increased in the second half of 1999, reaching the peak level

achieved during the latter part of the 1980s. In addition, the unem-

ployment rate fell to a 24-year low of just under 7 per cent in early

2000, and reports of labour shortages have moved beyond the

information technology sector to other occupations, including

truck drivers and workers in the skilled manufacturing and con-

struction trades.

On balance, the full range of indicators suggests that the

Bank’s conventional measure of capacity output has underesti-

mated the amount of capacity in the Canadian economy. There-

fore, the Bank’s overall judgment is that, as of the end of 1999, the

economy had not yet moved into excess demand, but that it was

rapidly absorbing capacity.
15
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3. ACHIEVING THE INFLATION-CONTROL

TARGETS

The Bank raised short-
term interest rates twice
to keep trend inflation
within the 1 to 3 per cent
target range.

The Bank of Canada raised the Bank Rate by 25 basis points

(Chart 10) on both 3 February and 22 March, increasing the Bank

Rate to 5.5 per cent and the target for the overnight interest rate to

5.25 per cent. This action was taken to keep the future trend of

inflation inside the Bank’s 1 to 3 per cent inflation-control range,

so that the Canadian economy could continue to expand in a sus-

tainable way.

The Bank’s actions took into account the implications for Can-

ada of increases in the U.S. Federal Reserve’s policy rates and of

the strong demand pressures in the United States spilling over

into Canada. In its policy announcement, the Federal Reserve

underlined the risks of heightened inflation pressures in the

United States in the foreseeable future as a result of unsustainably

strong demand. Although cyclical conditions in Canada bear

important similarities to those in the United States, there are some

significant differences, and the Bank of Canada’s target for the

overnight rate remains 75 basis points below the U.S. target rate

for federal funds.

Interest rate increases in both countries had been widely

expected in financial markets. Indeed, it was thought that in the

United States, monetary conditions would have been tightened

somewhat earlier had it not been for the temporary provision of

liquidity in anticipation of the year-2000 date change. In fact,

Chart 10
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short-term market interest rates in Canada and the United States,

having already risen in anticipation of the policy actions, were vir-

tually unaffected by the rate announcements themselves.

Long-term government
bond yields fell because of
technical factors.

The yield curve has flattened considerably over the past six

months, as medium- and, especially, long-term interest rates have

fallen (Chart 11). Decreases in government borrowing require-

ments have been an important reason for the decline in bond

yields. Government bond markets in both Canada and the United

States have been affected by actual and anticipated reductions in

long-term government debt. This has resulted in thin markets,

especially for the 30-year maturities, with occasional unusual price

movements. The Government of Canada yield curve has devel-

oped a hump, with yields on maturities at 3 to 10 years above the

30-year yield. In the United States, the Treasury yield curve has

inverted since November, and now has a negative slope. In con-

trast, the yield curve for Canadian corporate bonds, which has

been less affected by unusual supply factors, and which is indica-

tive of the cost of borrowing in the private sector, has a normal

positive slope. Even so, the overall strength of the fixed-income

markets is underpinned by a high degree of confidence in long-

term price stability.

The trade-weighted value
of the Canadian dollar
has remained relatively
firm, reflecting positive
fundamentals.

Demand for Canadian dollar assets has been evident in the

exchange market as well as in the bond market. This is reflected in

the relative firmness of the trade-weighted value of the Canadian

dollar since November (Chart 12). This firmness stems from the

recovery in natural resource markets, an improvement in the cur-

rent account of the balance of payments, and growing expectations

Chart 11
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of a sustained period of strong economic expansion. While the

Canadian dollar has not strengthened vis-à-vis the buoyant U.S.

dollar, it has risen sharply against overseas currencies.

Reflecting the rise in short-term market rates, the Bank’s mon-

etary conditions index increased from a range of -7.0 to -6.0 in the

second half of 1999 to -5.5 to -5.0 recently (Chart 13).

Chart 12
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4. THE OUTLOOK FOR INFLATION

In our analysis, the balance of forces continues to point to

upward pressure on the core rate of inflation. However, several

key uncertainties continue to surround this projection.

International background

Prospects are good for
continued recovery in
emerging-market
economies.

The global economy has gained further momentum, with cur-

rent growth rates in many parts of the world exceeding earlier

expectations.2 Emerging-market economies have contributed sig-

nificantly to this stronger-than-expected growth, and prospects for

this group are generally bright in 2000. The Asian economies that

were at the centre of the 1997–98 financial crisis continue to solid-

ify their recovery. Although growth in the Latin American econo-

mies other than Mexico was weak in 1999, it is expected to

improve substantially this year.

Solid output growth is
expected in both the euro
zone and the United
Kingdom.

Economic growth in both the euro area and the United King-

dom accelerated in the second half of 1999 to about 3.5 per cent.

Although a slightly slower pace of expansion is expected through

2000, activity should remain solid. Headline inflation has risen in

both areas, although higher energy prices (together with rising

mortgage costs in the United Kingdom) appear to account for

much of the recent increase. The European Central Bank (ECB) and

the Bank of England have raised policy interest rates to counter

the inflation risks from stronger demand and, in the case of the

ECB, the decline in the external value of the euro.

Stimulative fiscal policy
should continue to help
the Japanese economy.

The outlook remains far more uncertain for Japan, where weak

final domestic demand led to a second consecutive quarterly

decline in real GDP in the fourth quarter of 1999. More recent indi-

cators suggest that, despite the yen’s continued strength against

other currencies, growth can be expected to improve in the first

half of 2000, supported by the fiscal-stimulus package announced

by the government last November. It is not yet clear, however,

when a self-sustaining recovery based on private sector demand

will take hold.

2. The IMF, in its spring World Economic Outlook, anticipates global economic
growth of 4.2 per cent in 2000 (following 3.3 per cent in 1999), 0.8 percentage
points higher than projected in its previous Outlook (October 1999).
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Although U.S. economic
growth is expected to
moderate . . .

In the United States, growth in real GDP has continued to out-

strip expectations, rising at an annual rate of over 7 per cent in the

final quarter of 1999 and averaging 4.6 per cent through the year.

This strong momentum has carried into the first part of 2000. (Pre-

liminary data indicate first-quarter growth of 5.4 per cent.) Never-

theless, some slowing in the pace of expansion is expected over

the course of this year and in 2001, as the growth of consumer

expenditures weakens in response to low personal savings rates

and to recent and prospective increases in interest rates. Volatility

in the equity market may also dampen consumer optimism. U.S.

core inflation (which excludes food and energy prices) has moved

above 2 per cent. Strong productivity gains, however, have helped

to contain overall cost and price pressures.

. . . there is some risk of an
increase in core inflation.

Despite this generally favourable performance, the high level

of resource utilization and the rapid pace of aggregate demand

growth in excess of the growth of potential output continue to

pose a potential inflation risk. Consequently, U.S. monetary

authorities have gradually raised official interest rates. While the

expansion of the U.S. economy is expected to slow from the cur-

rent unsustainable rates, it is uncertain how quickly this will

occur. What seems clear, however, is the need for the pace of U.S.

economic expansion to slow to rates close to, or below, growth in

potential output.

Another imbalance in the U.S. economy, reflecting the unsus-

tainably high levels and growth of demand relative to supply, is

the large current account deficit. Some narrowing of the current

account deficit can be expected as the U.S. economy slows and

overseas economies continue to recover, but a significant reduc-

tion is unlikely without a depreciation of the U.S. dollar over the

medium term.

Non-energy commodity
prices should continue
their recovery.

Crude oil prices rose sharply through the first quarter of 2000.

They then fell back following announced production increases by

OPEC in April. Oil prices are expected to stabilize, or even drop

slightly further, during the course of this year. In contrast, prices

for non-energy commodities should continue to firm as a result of

the vigorous growth in global demand.
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Aggregate demand and supply in Canada

While U.S. economic growth is projected to slow this year

from its recent torrid pace, it is still expected to remain relatively

robust at around 4 per cent (fourth quarter over fourth quarter).

This, together with the considerable strengthening of commodity

prices and strong domestic demand, augurs well for vigorous eco-

nomic growth in Canada this year. With economic activity in the

United States at levels already high relative to capacity, the Bank

expects the U.S. economy to slow further in 2001 to below poten-

tial growth (currently estimated by Bank staff to be about 3.25 per

cent) in order to address the imbalances highlighted above. This

projected profile for U.S. growth contributes importantly to a

slowing of the Canadian economy in 2001.

Canadian export growth
should ease this year, as
should import growth.

The expected deceleration of the U.S. economy, in addition to

reduced stimulus from the earlier depreciation of the Canadian

dollar, should begin to ease export growth some time this year.

Stronger activity in many of Canada’s other trading partners and

higher commodity prices should offset this effect somewhat.

Import growth is also expected to moderate this year, as domestic

demand for import-intensive goods slows.

Growth in household
spending should remain
robust . . .

Further gains in employment, federal pay-equity settlements,

and reductions in personal income taxes are expected to support a

high level of consumer confidence and strong growth in house-

hold spending. Recent equity market volatility, however, may add

an element of caution to consumer spending plans.

. . . and business invest-
ment is expected to
remain at high levels.

After a strong advance in 1999 that was partly driven by con-

cerns about year-2000 readiness, business investment is expected

to remain at high levels this year, given expectations of solid

growth in external and domestic demand and substantial cash

flows from commodity production. Moreover, investment could

continue to advance rapidly since resources that were devoted to

dealing with year-2000 concerns can now be redirected towards

adding to capacity.

The February 2000 federal budgetary expenditures are slightly

more expansionary than the fiscal outlook presented in the

November 1999 Economic and Fiscal Update. The additional spend-

ing is expected to be spread out over 2000 and 2001.

The latest consensus among private sector forecasters for real

GDP growth (on an average annual basis) has been revised

upwards considerably—to 4.1 per cent for 2000, from 2.9 per cent

at the time of the November Report. For 2001, the latest consensus

forecast calls for real GDP growth of 3.1 per cent.
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Output growth of about
4 to 4.5 per cent is
expected in 2000 . . .

. . . but it will need to
slow to close to potential
in 2001.

Taking into account the upward revision to growth in 1999 as

well as recent data, the Bank projects output growth in Canada in

2000 of about 4 to 4.5 per cent.3 This projection, together with a

growth in potential output, based on the Bank’s conventional esti-

mate, in a range of 2.5 to 3.0 per cent, implies the likely emergence

of excess demand pressures in the Canadian economy in 2000.

Thus, to avoid a buildup of inflationary pressures, economic

growth will need to slow to a rate close to that of potential output

in 2001. Such an outcome would entail a combination of a slow-

down in the U.S. economy and some moderation in domestic

spending growth in Canada.

In projecting demand pressures in 2001, the Bank must con-

sider not only the issue of the current level of potential output, but

also the uncertainty regarding the growth rate of capacity output

going forward. The increased intensity of private and public sector

restructuring in the 1990s, the recent high levels of investment in

machinery and equipment, and the potential for the marked accel-

eration in U.S. labour productivity to spill over into Canada, all

suggest a possible rise in the future rate of productivity growth in

Canada. However, the size and timing of any such increase is even

more uncertain than estimates of the current level of capacity

(Technical Box 2). The Bank will therefore be carefully monitoring

all possible indicators of capacity and the degree of pressure on

capacity to see whether there is evidence of a higher growth of

potential output. But until such evidence is available, the Bank

will be taking a prudent approach to projecting potential output.

3. In the Bank’s February Update, real GDP growth this year was expected to be
near the top of the 2.75 to 3.75 per cent range projected in the November
Report.
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Technical Box 2

Productivity in Canada and the U.S. Experience

Since 1995, annual growth in real activity in the United States has averaged about 4 per

cent, while inflation has remained low. Observers have noted that this exceptional perform-

ance was accompanied by a rebound in the growth of labour productivity, which has helped

to restrain costs. Over this period, output per hour in the business sector rose by about 2.5 per

cent per year, almost twice the rate registered over the preceding 20 years. In contrast, the

average annual rate of growth in output per hour in Canada’s business sector has been

slightly less than 1 per cent since 1995—little changed since the mid-1970s.

One explanation for this recent difference in productivity performance is that economic

activity in the United States has been operating near capacity for considerably longer than it

has here in Canada, and this has led to stronger investment in machinery and equipment in

the United States. A second explanation is that innovations in information technology are

being introduced more quickly in the United States than here. A third explanation is that

much of the higher productivity growth in the United States has been concentrated in the

high-technology electrical and electronic products and industrial machinery industries, and

these particular industries account for a considerably larger share of aggregate output in the

United States than in Canada. Finally, the recent treatment of all software purchases as invest-

ment in U.S. GDP (but not in the Canadian data) accounts for some of the difference in pro-

ductivity growth between the two countries.1

There is, nonetheless, room for optimism that productivity and hence output growth in

Canada will increase. As the benefits of advances in information technology in U.S. industry

diffuse to other industrial countries, Canadian firms should share in the widespread effi-

ciency gains associated with the exploitation of these new technologies. The likelihood of a

rise in productivity growth in Canada is increased by the strong gains in business investment

in machinery and equipment in recent years, since new equipment tends to incorporate tech-

nological advances. In addition, with labour and product markets tightening, the return in

terms of higher productivity from the private and public sector restructuring undertaken in

the past decade may become more evident.2

However, the size and timing of a rise in productivity growth in Canada are highly

uncertain. Given the usual volatility in aggregate productivity statistics, it may be several

years before it can be said with some confidence that there has been a rise in the trend rate of

productivity growth in Canada. In the meantime, the Bank will monitor the behaviour of

inflation and other indicators to gauge the degree of pressure on capacity.

 Growth of Output per Person-Hour: Non-Farm Business Sector
 (Average annual percentage change)

Source: Statistics Canada, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

1. Various price-measurement problems could affect the calculation of productivity growth,
especially in a number of service industries (Maclean 1996). It is not, however, at all clear whether
these measurement problems are more severe in Canada than in the United States.
2. See Kuszczak and Dion (1997–1998).

1961–73 1973–88 1988–95 1995–99

Canada 3.13 1.12 0.92 0.77

United States 2.99 1.42 1.40 2.61
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Measures of inflation expectations

Longer-term inflation
expectations are near the
midpoint of the target
range.

In the regular survey reported in the Conference Board’s

spring Index of Business Confidence, 53 per cent of respondents

reported that they expect prices, in general, will increase over the

next six months at a rate of 2 per cent or less, and 92 per cent

expected a rate of 3 per cent or less (Chart 14). The proportion of

respondents expecting 2 per cent or less is down considerably

from last autumn, likely reflecting the recent impact of higher

world oil prices on the total CPI. As well, some 92 per cent of the

firms surveyed in March by the Bank of Canada’s regional repre-

sentatives expect CPI inflation to remain in the 1 to 3 per cent

range this year. The average private sector forecast for the rate of

increase in the total CPI is 2.3 per cent in 2000 (up from 2.0 per cent

last autumn) and 2.1 per cent for 2001. These upward revisions

largely reflect higher energy prices. Typical forecasts of longer-

term inflation are between 1.7 and 1.9 per cent, depending on the

horizon (Chart 15).

Over the past half-year, the yield differential between conven-

tional bonds and Real Return Bonds has tended to vary with the

fluctuations in nominal yields but has remained near 2 per cent

(with the yield on Real Return Bonds being relatively stable). For

various reasons, it cannot be inferred that long-term inflation

expectations are exactly at this level, but, nevertheless, it is reas-

suring that the differential has stabilized near the centre of the

inflation-control target range.

Chart 14
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Source: Conference Board of Canada,Index of Business Confidence
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Other factors affecting inflation

Higher energy prices are
not expected to signifi-
cantly affect core
inflation.

The first-quarter run-up in crude oil prices (which was par-

tially reversed in April) is not expected to significantly affect the

core CPI. To date, only air fares have reacted to the rise in energy

prices, but we may still see some evidence of pass-through in

other components of core inflation (see Technical Box 1). The size

of these first-round effects will depend on how long high oil

prices persist as well as on overall market conditions in the

economy.

The appreciation of the
Canadian dollar since
early 1999 should help to
restrain inflation.

Wage increases will likely stabilize at around 3 per cent this

year, consistent with the expectations reported by a number of

national compensation surveys. With the strong investment in

machinery and equipment experienced through 1999 and increas-

ingly tight labour markets, productivity growth is expected to rise

in 2000. As a result, unit labour costs should continue to rise only

modestly (excluding the one-time effect of the federal pay-equity

settlements on labour income).

The appreciation of the Canadian dollar since the beginning of

1999 should help to restrain inflation during 2000.

Other indicators of inflation pressures

With record sales, the year-over-year rise in prices for existing

housing (based on the Royal LePage index) gained momentum

during 1999, reaching 6.1 per cent in the fourth quarter. The year-

over-year increase in new home prices, while still moderate at

Chart 15
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2.1 per cent in February, has also picked up significantly since last

autumn as a result of higher costs for construction materials.

These indicators, as well as the declining apartment vacancy rate,

suggest that some tightness is emerging in the housing market.

Monetary and credit indicators

Narrow money growth
has accelerated, indicat-
ing a robust economy . . .

The growth of the narrow monetary aggregates has accelerated

since November (Chart 16).4 This robust expansion would indicate

a buoyant trend in total spending, since these aggregates have

been good indicators of real GDP (Chart 17). Their recent growth

would suggest increases in real GDP at a 4 to 5 per cent rate in the

first half of 2000. This estimate is based on the view that part of

the recent increase in investment dealer accounts, which has

boosted narrow money growth, will not translate into stronger

real GDP growth.

. . . and the possibility of
inflation pressures.

Although narrow money is not expected to continue growing

at its recent rapid pace, the current surge in money growth raises

the possibility that core inflation might move into the upper half

of the Bank’s target range next year.

Another indicator of the trend of inflation is the very broad

aggregate M2++. Despite some acceleration in the second half of

1999, this aggregate has remained on a fairly steady growth path

over the past several years, one that is historically in line with

4. For more information on 1999 developments in monetary aggregates, see
the article by Joseph Atta-Mensah in the spring 2000 issue of the Bank of Can-
ada Review.

Chart 16
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inflation remaining in the 1 to 3 per cent range (Chart 18). For

example, during the 1990s, broad money often grew at similar, or

even higher, rates with no inflationary consequences.

Household credit is
expanding steadily, while
businesses currently have
no significant demand for
external financing.

Household and business credit exhibit contrasting patterns.

The growth of household credit has expanded steadily at a rate of

6 to 7 per cent for some years. On the other hand, growth in busi-

ness borrowing declined in 1998 and 1999—from a double-digit

rate to about 5 per cent. Although investment outlays are strong,

businesses have ample funding from retained earnings and, hence,

there is no strong demand for external financing.

Chart 17
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The behaviour of money and credit aggregates thus suggests

an ample supply of liquidity which, for the time being, may still

be appropriate, but which must be carefully assessed in the period

ahead.

Inflation projection

Overall, two fundamental factors are expected to put upward

pressure on core inflation over the next 18 months. First, longer-

term inflation expectations are close to 2 per cent—about 0.5 per

cent above the current level of core inflation. Second, with output

growth projected to be about 4 to 4.5 per cent in 2000, capacity

pressures in product and labour markets are expected to emerge.

Mitigating these upward pressures on the core CPI will be the

pass-through effects from the recent appreciation of the Canadian

dollar to lower import prices and the modest expected increases in

unit labour costs.

On balance, with some demand pressures emerging this year,

the Bank sees core inflation rising gradually towards the mid-

point of the inflation-control range. As noted previously, for the

core rate of inflation to remain close to the midpoint in 2001, some

deceleration in the growth of overall aggregate demand in Canada

relative to production potential will be required.

Total CPI inflation is
expected to decline
towards the rate of
core inflation.

The rate of increase in the total CPI is expected to move down

towards core inflation, but how quickly this happens will depend

importantly on movements in crude oil prices. If crude oil prices

remain near $US25, the increase in the CPI should start to move

towards the core rate during the second quarter of this year.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

During the past six months, the Canadian economy outper-

formed expectations. Aggregate demand, output, and employment

grew more rapidly than expected, while core inflation remained

low, below projected levels. This combination of developments has

led the Bank to conclude that at the end of 1999 the productive

capacity of the Canadian economy was higher than conventional

estimation techniques had been suggesting and that the economy

was not yet in excess demand.

At the same time, however, the robust pace of expansion

through the second half of 1999 and into 2000 was rapidly absorb-

ing productive capacity, and some early signs of pressures on

capacity limits had begun to emerge.

Given this strong momentum of demand, the Bank has raised

its projection of economic growth this year to a range of 4 to

4.5 per cent. At this pace, capacity pressures will intensify. This, in

turn, is expected to raise the core rate of inflation to close to the

midpoint of the Bank’s 1 to 3 per cent inflation-control target

range. For the core inflation rate to remain steady near 2 per cent

during 2001, some deceleration in the overall pace of economic

expansion in Canada or a more rapid expansion of productivity

and of production capacity would be required.

The main risks to this outcome are the possibility of stronger-

than-expected momentum of aggregate demand from both U.S.

and domestic sources as well as the possibility of a potential

increase in inflation pressures in the United States. While capacity

output in Canada may be higher than expected over this projec-

tion period, the Bank is inclined to take a cautious approach to

projecting a permanently higher rate of potential growth.

The challenge for monetary policy will be to carefully assess

the balance between aggregate demand and supply in these cir-

cumstances of strong growth and high levels of activity, and to

adjust monetary conditions in a timely manner in order to pre-

serve the low trend of inflation that has been benefiting the Cana-

dian economy.

This is a report of the Governing Council of the Bank of Canada:
Gordon Thiessen, Malcolm Knight, Charles Freedman, Paul Jenkins,

Tim Noël, Sheryl Kennedy, and Pierre Duguay.
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